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Zero to One for New Agile Teams
4 days   |   4-12 attendees

This is a great illustration of what one of our modularised training courses looks like.  
As with everything, it can be customised to help with the challenges you particularly 
have.   There is a maximum limit of 12 attendees for this course, and is best limited 
to single teams to maintain focus and engagement.

Why this training:
This training course is often used for standing up a new Agile Team, a pilot team, or 
re-setting a team that either needs to pivot it’s work significantly, or resolve 
problems with its working practices.

New teams coming together for the first time often come with varying levels of 
expertise in agile working practices, and sometimes with even more varying degrees 
of enthusiasm for doing so.  This training will help deliver alignment, team cohesion 
and clear goals for a set time period, using repeatable tools and skills.

What to expect: 
Essential Agile Skills (see Specific PDF)                                             1 day

Setting the Vision, Building a Backlog & Agreeing Working Practices 
typically 2 days 

This combined Facilitation & Training section will showcase the skills in the Essential 
Agile Skills section as we facilitate using your own real work.  Every attendee can 
focus on getting maximum benefit and clarity from the session.

• 1 day with the owner(s) of the work (product owner or equivalent plus some time 
with other significant stakeholders).

- Can include on-the-job training for the role of Product Owner if required
- Includes facilitated alignment conversations with Product Owner and 

Stakeholders.
• 1 day with just the new team to work through dependencies, technical challenges 

or decisions.
- Includes facilitated technical team conversations, dealing with dependancies, 

and building out the detailed backlog for an appropriate length of time and 
detail.

- Includes facilitated discovery and defining team working practices so that 
the team can hit the ground running from the start.
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What to expect (continued)
Training the team in the chosen work management system

typically 1 day

Whatever tool you choose, be that post-it notes, Jira, Trello, Target Process, 
RallyDev etc., we make sure every team member knows how to work with the 
new system.
If you haven’t chosen a work management tool yet, are overwhelmed with the 
choices (and possibly the cost) of some options, or even if you have no idea 
what we are talking about right now, we can hold discovery discussions with you 
and offer advice & guidance.  
We want you to have what is best for you, and we have no skin in the particular 
game, we just want to maximise your chances for success with you pilot team.

Other Suggestions for Additional Optional Modules 

Agile Management Skills (see specific PDF)                                  1 day

Managing an agile team might be very different from what you currently do.  This 
module is a basic review of the 3 key areas a manager should care about:

•Recruitment
•Retention
•Results

We cover some techniques to identify and focus on what matters for each, and 
teach the skills to deal with each in an everyday way.

Additional 1:1 or group coaching is very effective for agile managers following 
this course.

Meaningful Scrum Mastery                                                          1 day

Although a stand-alone course for scrum masters rather than a team, this course 
is also designed to be delivered as a series of 6 1:1 weekly coaching sessions 
over the first 6 weeks of the attendee’s team’s new life.

This is far from comprehensive, but illustrates how we can build tailored courses 
to help you address the challenges your business has, rather than a standard 
formulaic response to the questions that are unique to your business.
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